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Woodworkers trust Popular Mechanics to give them the information they need—and the
Workshop series, written by respected DIY author Rick Peters, has proven invaluable. Each title
covers a single tool in depth, with photos and exploded views, instructions, charts, and sidebars.
This new entry covers the popular miter saw—a relatively new piece of equipment that has
become a must-have on every job site and woodworking shop. That’s no surprise: it covers a
wide variety of tasks with great precision. Peters helps woodworkers identify which saws and
accessories best fit their needs; teaches basic and advanced techniques; and shows how to
make jigs and fixtures that expand the tool’s capabilities. Attractive projects include a simple
desk frame, beveled tray, and end table.

About the Author1994McGraw-Hill authors represent the leading experts in their fields and are
dedicated to improving the lives, careers, and interests of readers worldwide
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brasilera, “Great fast service. Books as advertised.. Would certainly recommend the vendor.”

Jackson65, “Just when you thought you knew everything about Miter Saws.... This is a book
loaded with information for both the novice and seasoned user of miter saws. This book is worth
reading and keeping as a resource for cutting all types of miter and compound miters. My only
concern is that they seemed overly in love with the Bosch brand. They were out of date for the
Makita brand's option and the book is not that old.I do reccommend it however for the reasons
above.  Good price and fast delivery.
  
Makita LS1013FL 15 Amp 10-Inch Dual Bevel Compound Sliding Miter Saw with Laser and
Fluorescent Light”

E. Hamilton, “Great basic skills.. This is a great "how to" book for people who just bought a new
miter saw. It is also a great book for review of techniques and care of you miter saw.”

southern song, “Basic. For someone who had never used a miter saw before this is a great
book...but for those of you who know how to use a miter saw this book is a waste of time... I had
never used a miter saw before so this book was great help for me, this book is for people who
have no idea what a miter saw is. Highly recommended for the newbie but not so much for
anyone that knows how to turn a miter saw on.”

Terence M., “excellent guide.. was planning to buy a chop saw, and decided to find out what i
was getting into. this helped a lot. if you are a home woodworker and so need to learn on your
own, try this excellent resource.”

R. T. Appleby, “Very Informative Book!. Very informative book. Very nicely formatted with many
detailed photo and tables. I'm just starting to use a miter saw and this book was just what I
wanted.”

RayDM, “Sliding 10" compound miter saw.. Has all the ingredients I need to become proficient
with the sliding 10" compound miter saw. Popular Mechanics did it again!”

Missy Davis, “Five Stars. Very informative book for my husband! We can't wait to get started on
some projects!”

Peter Stamer, “Useful guidance and tips. Although I am not new to sliding compound mitre
(SCM) saws, I bought this book a few years ago in the hope that it might show me how to get the
best from the SCM saw I was buying at that time (it cost seven pounds plus delivery, second



hand. Why the current 35 to 60 pounds in June 2015?).My previous experience of these saws in
a commercial workshop had shown me that mitred cuts don’t always come out exactly the
desired angle or length first time (leading to the adoption of the time-wasting habit of nibbling the
piece to the desired length), cut faces can end up with furry or chipped edges, and that small
offcuts are alarmingly and frequently fired around the workshop. These problems have different
solutions and are covered in this book. I’ve never needed, nor got to grips with calculating,
compound angles and the theory is not covered in the text. However, the practice of setting up
compound mitre and bevel cuts for two common mouldings is well explained and illustrated.My
version of this American Popular Mechanics reference guide was published in 2006 and covers
chop saws, compound mitre saws, and SCM saws. The write-up by the publishers is pretty brief,
so here’s a bit more info:190 pages are divided into seven chapters covering:1. Choosing a mitre
saw.2. Mitre saw accessories.3. Basic Mitre saw techniques.4. Advanced mitre saw
techniques.5. Mitre saw jigs and fixtures.6. Mitre saw repair and maintenance.7. Mitre saw
projects.The buying guide is for the American market (models and features differ from the UK
market) but the advice is still valid. This book is ideal for anyone wishing to ensure they get the
most from their saw, and wishing to know how to service it and ensure its ongoing accuracy. I
found the book to be well written, attractively laid out and well-referenced throughout by stating
which pages to turn to for further information. It is also very well illustrated with masses of
excellent photographs and annotated diagrams. Thus there should be no problems for anyone
who is new to these saws or is not experienced in simple jig-making.Having read the book from
cover to cover, it felt at times a little padded out and there was the occasional duplication of
information, though this probably allowed each chapter to be read in isolation.There are hints
and tips for:1. preventing those wretched little offcuts from being fired across the workshop or
jamming the blade;2. preventing the common problem of the workpiece creeping, especially
during mitre and bevel cuts;3. preventing breakout;4. fine tuning angled cuts;5. cutting stock
wider than the saw’s capacity;6. cutting thin stock (e.g. veneers), small stock and also round
stock;7. cutting metal and plastics.I particularly appreciated the section on cutting cornices/
crown moulding. Here 52/38 and 45/45 degree spring angles were explained, and the need to
set the bevel to 33.9 degrees and mitre to 31.6 degrees if placing the moulding flat on the saw
table (and assuming the moulding will be wrapped around a 90 degree corner). However, since
room walls are often not at 90 degrees, a full-page chart is provided giving all permutations of
bevel and mitre angles for walls with an included angle from 70 to 110 degrees, and for both of
the moulding spring angles. There are then several pages on how to install the moulding (and
also skirting boards and architraves). Clearly aimed at the home improvements fraternity, it was
helpfully comprehensive.In order to make good use of the mitre saw, there are fully detailed
plans and instructions for making your own mitre saw stand with long-work-piece extensions;
crown moulding/cornice jig; cutting table with workpiece clamps; auxiliary fence with cut-to-
length stop; and a useful wide angle jig. Each then has a section explaining how to use the
jig.There are instructions for checking the accuracy of cuts and pointers to good and poor



design of saw. It is clear which brand of saw and blade meets the author’s approval. The
instructions on cleaning and maintaining the table/detents/motor/slides/pivot mechanism/blades
are thorough and the author helpfully suggests brands of products to use. (Boeshield T-9 is now
available from Rutlands). Digital angle gauges (e.g. Trend) and bevel gauges (e.g. Wixey) are
now available since this book was written and would provide a more accurate (0.1 degree)
means of checking the fence and also the blade’s angle of dangle than the author’s trusty old
woodworking combination square.Some of the points when stated might seem quite small and
obvious, particularly to the experienced mitre saw user. However, collectively they should help
any user to get more out of these saws, with confidence in its accuracy, and more safely.”

DAVIDH, “Just the Job. Excellent book, lost of useful tips about how to get the best out of the
saw.The illustrations were very good and the saws used in the photographs were the latest
models.Would recommend this book to anyone who is thinking about buying or operating a mitre
saw.”

HeatonRick, “Miter Saw Fundamentals. Arrived safely and in good time: Many thanks. A very
good reference book with lots of tips. I'm sure it will be a useful companion for many years.”

Zen Archer, “An excellent guide for anyone who owns a miter saw. Experienced or otherwise..
There may be more complete books on miter saws out there, I don't know, I didn't look that hard.
But this one covers everything anyone could reasonably need. The photographs are clear and
helpful. The tips and words of caution are well considered. Everything is covered so that a
person whose never used a power miter saw would easily understand the tool, it's uses and it's
limits, how to set it up correctly, and how to avoid amputation.”

Michael, “Great book.. Book arrived in perfect condition.”

The book by Rick Peters has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 23 people have provided feedback.
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